00p Value
Machin
Stamps
COLOUR
TRIAL
MACHINS

Colour standards for use in ink shade matching

farebné
štandardy
These dummy
stampszsurfaced on the philatelic
Demarket
La Rue
in 2007 and have been given many different
descriptions since that time in dealer lists, auctions
and the like, e.g.:

Bright Pink

Cobalt Blue

Dark Blue

Dark Brown

Dark Green

Dark Grey

Dark Maroon

Dark Turquoise

zúbkovanie
14.75
xDe14
Printer - Enschedé,
Walsall,
La Rue, Harrison, Questa.
Type - Error of value(!), Chinese forgeries, colour trials, proofs.
eliptická
Printingperforácia
Method - Litho, photogravure.
druhá tlač, rok 2003

The truth is that they are gravure colour standards
printed by De La Rue when at Byfleet and
circulated to Royal Mail's Machin stamp print
suppliers to ensure that a colour match could be
achieved by each printer and for each print run.
I understand that the initial print run (pre-2003) was
supplied imperforate, the second run (circa 2003) is
illustrated here and are perforated 14.75 x 14 with
ellipses, while a third run replaced these once Royal
Mail Specification (RMS) paper had been
introduced in 2005. Types one and three are not
believed to be in the hands of collectors. Prices vary
greatly, but seem to have generally settled at around
the £120 mark per stamp, with examples of far
cheaper and far dearer not being unusual.
Marginal or joined copies are unrecorded. The sheet
format is thought to be three rows of three stamps,
as previously used by Harrison for its testing labels
and probably continued by DLR when they bought
the company. A Harrison sheet (with much larger
unprinted margins cropped from the scan) is below.

Emerald Green

Flame

Grey Blue

Light Blue

Light Green

Light Grey

Light Tan

Lime Green

Mauve

Old Gold

Olive Green

Purple

Red

Orange

An article on the 00p stamps
by Gerry Fisk appeared in
MBPCs journal The Bookmark
in October 2007.

The colour names used here
are from Douglas Myall's The
Complete Deegam Machin
Handbook. Be sure to visit his
website www.deegam.com to
buy the award-winning handbook on every aspect of
Machin definitive stamps.

I have slowly been amassing scans of each value
from many sources on the Internet since they first
appeared and I can at
last illustrate all 34
recorded colours. *
Note that the various scanners used
by the vendors has not always
preserved the exact colour shade.

Amethyst

Ash Pink

Salmon Pink

Slate Blue
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Sand

Stone

Rust

Sage Green

Sea Green

Shocking Pink

Terracotta

Ultramarine

